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We demonstrate here that the control over the release rate of payloads and on the selectivity of the release can be achieved by designing nanomaterials with a hierarchical structure. Redox-responsive silica nanocapsules are first synthesized to allow for an accelerated release of the corrosion inhibitor 2-mercapto-benzothiazole as a payload upon chemical reduction and retarded release upon oxidation. In a second step, we embedded the nanocapsules into nanofibers by colloid-electrospinning, yielding a hierarchical composite structure. Remarkably, the encapsulation of the nanocapsules in the fibers provides two decisive advantages that are a higher selectivity of the release and a higher control over the release rate of payloads.

Introduction

Nanomaterials are now widely investigated for the controlled release of functional payloads such as drugs,1 corrosion inhibitors,2–3 or self-healing agents.4,5 One of the most important properties of nanocarriers is their release behavior, i.e. their ability to release selectively a payload upon one or several stimuli with a controlled release rate. Several approaches deal with the release of one payload upon several stimuli6 or several payloads upon several stimuli.6–8 The payload can be either entrapped physically by encapsulation in a nanocontainer,9,6 adsorbed on the nanocarrier,9 or chemically bonded.7,10,11 In the latter case, a chemical reaction triggers the release of the payload either from the shell7 or the core of the nanocarriers.10

Herein, we tailor nanomaterials with a hierarchical structure composed of primary objects that are stimuli-responsive inorganic nanocapsules embedded in polymer nanofibers, creating therefore multicompartent nanofibers. An immediate advantage of multicompartent nanofibers over nanocapsules is the ease of separation and re-use of such materials. Indeed, nanocapsules are usually difficult to separate from the liquid continuous phase without imparting their structural integrity whereas non-woven nanofibers can be easily separated from a surrounding liquid medium by filtration.

Up to now, the influence of a hierarchical structure of nanomaterials or nanoarchitectonics12–15 on the release of payloads was mainly studied for mesoporous silica nanoparticles displaying stimuli-responsive gatekeeping16,17 or porous metal–organic frameworks.18 Significant differences in the release behavior of ibuprofen from mesoporous silica was ascribed to pore connectivity and pore geometry of the materials.19 Another way to create hierarchical nanostructures is to embed nanomaterials in other nanomaterials. This can be efficiently realized by the colloid-electrospinning method,20–22 in which a dispersion of polymer or inorganic nanoparticles23,24 is electrospun with a solution of a polymer.

Stimuli-responsive metal and metal oxide nanoparticles have already been electrospun in polymer nanofibers. Magnetic nanoparticles, for example a mixture of magnetite (Fe3O4) and maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) nanoparticles, can respond to ‘on–off’ switching of an alternating magnetic field and generate heat. The heat induced deswelling of crosslinked thermo-responsive nanofibers composed of a copolymer of N-isopropylacrylamide and N-hydroxymethylacrylamide.23 Thereby a controlled ‘on–off’ release of doxorubicin from the nanofibers was realized in response to the swelling ratio of nanofibers, which is promising for inducing cancer apoptosis.25,26 Gold nanorods (AuNRs) can also be used because the absorption in the near-infrared region generates heat, which triggers the thermal transition of crosslinked thermo-responsive fibers. The expulsion of water from fibers upon NIR exposure facilitated the release of a protein from the fiber matrix.27 The stimuli-responsive nanoparticles discussed above only provide a conversion of an external magnetic field or light into heat. We deal here with responsive nanocapsules...
with high storage capacity and controlled release of functional payloads in response to changes of the surrounding environment. By embedding nanocapsules in electrospun nanofibers, an extra protection and enhanced control of the release of payloads can be realized.

To verify the applicability of our nanostructured system for the controlled release of payloads, we selected 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT) as a functional payload because it is widely used as a corrosion inhibitor.25–28

Such corrosion inhibitors or self-healing agents were already encapsulated in nanocontainers.3–5,7,10,30–32 When the nanocarriers are embedded in a coating on a metal, they can provide a sufficient barrier against a corrosive environment as well as a controlled release of corrosion inhibitors on demand. The synthesized nanocarriers are redox-responsive so that they can be activated upon onset of corrosion. The release of MBT from the responsive nanocarriers and nanocarriers in nanofibers is investigated and compared.

Experimental

Materials

Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, Alfa Aesar, 98%), bis[3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl] tetrasulfide (TESPT, Sigma Aldrich, 90%), hexadecane (HD, Sigma Aldrich, 99%), m-xylene (Acros Organics, ≥99%), 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT, Sigma Aldrich, 97%), cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTMA-Cl, Acros Organics, 99%), glutaraldehyde (GA, Merck KGaA, 50% aqueous solution), and tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP-HCl, Alfa Aesar, ≥98%) were used as received. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, Polysciences Inc., 88 mol% hydrolyzed) with a molecular weight $M_w$ of 125 000 g mol$^{-1}$ was used as received. Distilled water was used through all the experiments if not specifically mentioned.

Encapsulation of corrosion inhibitor in the redox-responsive silica nanocapsules

Redox-responsive silica nanocapsules loaded with corrosion inhibitors were synthesized by miniemulsion polymerization similarly to a previous procedure as shown in Fig. 1a.33,34 The surface of miniemulsion droplets was used as a soft template for the hydrolysis and condensation of silicon alkoxides. Alkoxysilane precursors (1.5 g of TEOS and 0.5 g of TESPT) were first mixed with 125 mg of HD, 1 g of m-xylene, and 25 mg of MBT, and then added to 30 mL of a 0.77 mg mL$^{-1}$ aqueous solution of CTMA-Cl. After pre-emulsification under 1000 rpm for 1 h at room temperature, the emulsion was sonicated with ice cooling for 180 s at 70% amplitude in a pulse regime (30 s sonication, 10 s pause) using a Branson 450 W sonifier and a 1/2” tip. The resulting miniemulsions were stirred under 1000 rpm at room temperature overnight to obtain the silica nanocapsules.

Preparation of redox-responsive multicompartment nanofibers by colloid-electrospinning

The fibers were obtained through electrospinning an aqueous solution of PVA mixed with an aqueous dispersion of silica nanocapsules. Firstly, 15 wt% PVA aqueous solution was prepared by dissolving PVA in distilled water at 80 °C with vigorous stirring for 2 h. The electrospinning solution was prepared by mixing the 15 wt% PVA solution with dispersions of silica nanocapsules with a weight ratio of 2.75 : 2.25. Electrospinning was carried out using a model fabricated by IME Technologies with an applied voltage of 15 kV, a distance between the spinneret and the collector of 10 cm, and a feeding rate of 0.2 mL h$^{-1}$. For the SEM and TEM samples, the collecting time was 10 s; while the collecting time was 12 h for the study of the release of the payloads. The diameter of electrospin nanofibers was estimated by counting at least 100 nanofibers from SEM micrographs.

Crosslinking of the fiber matrix

The electrospun nanofibrous mats were crosslinked by exposure to glutaraldehyde (GA)/HCl vapor in a vacuum desiccator for 1 h. 1 mL of 50 wt% GA aqueous solution and 20 µL of 37 wt% HCl aqueous solution were used as sources of GA and HCl vapor, respectively. HCl serves as the catalyst for the reaction between the hydroxyl groups of PVA chains and aldehyde groups of GA to form acetal bridges.35 Afterwards, the crosslinked nanofibrous mat was exposed to air flow in the hood for 24 h before use in order to evaporate the unreacted GA and HCl.

Redox-responsive release of MBT from silica nanocapsules and nanofibers

To study the redox-responsive release of MBT from silica nanocapsules, 0.1 mL of the dispersions of silica nanocapsules and 0.9 mL of distilled water were placed into a dialysis bag (MWCO 14 000) with both ends sealed. After that, the dialysis bag was immersed into 9 mL of aqueous dialysis medium with 0, 0.07, 0.7, or 7 mmol L$^{-1}$ TCEP-HCl (corresponding to molar ratios TCEP : TESPT = 0 : 1, 0.3 : 1, 1 : 3, 1 : 30 : 1) with a magnetic stirring rate (300 rpm), at room temperature. For the reduction–oxidation–reduction study, 10 mL of 0.07 mmol L$^{-1}$ TCEP-HCl was used to create the initial reducing environment. After 30 min, 0.4 mL of 7 mmol L$^{-1}$ aqueous solution of H$_2$O$_2$
was added to create an oxidizing environment. 1 h later, 0.2 mL of 7 mmol L\(^{-1}\) aqueous solution of TCEP-HCl and 0.2 mL distilled water were added again to restore the initial reducing environment. In the case of redox-responsivity studies of the nanofibers, 24 mg of nanofibrous mats (containing the same amount of MBT as in the nanocapsules system) and 1.0 mL of distilled water were placed into a dialysis bag that was immersed into 9 mL of an aqueous dialysis medium composed of 0, 0.07, 0.7, or 7 mmol L\(^{-1}\) aqueous solutions of TCEP-HCl. The following procedures are the same for the dispersion of the nanocapsules and the nanofibers. After given time intervals, 0.4 mL of the solution outside the dialysis bag was taken out for UV-Vis measurements. An equal amount of fresh solution was added to maintain the concentration of the redox agent constant. The concentration of released MBT was determined by monitoring the absorption of the peak \(\lambda_{\text{max}} \sim 311\) nm by using UV-Vis spectroscopy. A calibration curve drawn by measuring a series of MBT solutions with known concentrations in our previous work was used.\(^7\)

**Characterization**

The hydrodynamic diameter of silica nanocapsules was evaluated by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Nicomp particle sizer (Model 380, PSS, Santa Barbara, CA) at a fixed scattering angle of 90°. The shell thickness of the obtained nanocapsules was estimated by counting at least 100 capsules from TEM micrographs. The morphologies of silica nanocapsules and nanofibers were examined with a Gemini 1530 (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochem, Germany) scanning electron microscope (SEM) operating at 0.35 kV and a Jeol 1400 (Jeol Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) transmission electron microscope (TEM) operating at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV. SEM and TEM samples of silica nanocapsules were prepared by casting the diluted nanocapsule dispersions on silicon wafers and 400-mesh carbon layer-coated copper grids, respectively. The samples of nanofibers for SEM and TEM were prepared by depositing electrospun nanofibers on silicon wafers and copper grids, respectively. The UV-Vis absorption spectra of MBT solution was determined by measuring a series of MBT solutions with known concentrations in our previous work was used.\(^7\)

**Results and discussion**

**Encapsulation of corrosion inhibitor in the redox-responsive silica nanocapsules**

The corrosion inhibitor 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT) was encapsulated in the redox-responsive silica nanocapsules by using a hydrolysis and condensation reaction of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) and bis[3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl] tetrasulfide (TESPT) at the interface of miniemulsion droplets. A certain amount of MBT, 0.8 wt% compared to the dispersed phase, was first dissolved in the dispersed phase and then encapsulated in the liquid core of the nanocounters for 12 h. The loading efficiency of MBT in the capsules was calculated to be 96% by UV-vis spectroscopy. TESPT was introduced as redox-responsive units in the silica shell in order to yield a redox-responsive permeability behavior. The well-defined core–shell morphology of silica nanocapsules was identified by SEM and TEM as shown in Fig. 1b–d, which indicated the successful condensation of the alkoxysilanol at the interface of the miniemulsion droplets. The obtained capsules exhibited a number-average hydrodynamic diameter of 248 ± 135 nm and a shell thickness of 6 ± 1 nm (as determined by TEM images), close to the theoretical value of 7.6 nm determined by calculating the thickness assuming 100% conversion, a density of silica equal to the bulk, and taking the number weighted average hydrodynamic diameter as the diameter of the capsules.

**Redox-responsive release of MBT from silica nanocapsules**

Three redox conditions (control, reduction, and oxidation) were studied to simulate different electrochemical potentials during the corrosion process (Fig. 2a): no potential application simulating intact coating, low potential simulating the onset of corrosion, and high potential simulating the passivation of the metal.\(^3\) The redox-responsive property of the silica nanocapsules was first investigated with different concentrations of the reducing agent (see Fig. 2b). Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP-HCl) was selected here as a water-soluble reducing agent because it is highly effective for the reduction of disulfide bonds.\(^36\) When no reducing trigger was applied, the silica capsules showed a burst release (~54%) of MBT in the first 1 h, showing therefore a relatively high percentage of non-specific release, i.e. a release that occurs independently under the redox conditions. This observation can be explained by the porosity of the silica shell that has a BET surface area of 141 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\), pore volume of 0.7 cm\(^3\) g\(^{-1}\) and average pore size of 18.6 nm. The nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm of silica capsules exhibited a typical IV isotherm with H3 type hysteresis loops with a relative pressure \(P/P_0\) in the range of 0.5–1.0.\(^37,38\) The nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm and pore size distribution of dried capsules are shown in Fig. S1.\(^\dagger\)

As the concentration of TCEP increased, the release of MBT accelerated accordingly. This acceleration was due to the reduction of tetrasulfide linkages, which lead to an increase of the permeability of the silica shell.\(^33\) When the release equilibrium was reached, almost 100% release was observed for all concentrations of TCEP. During the corrosion process of met-
allic materials, the anodic metals are oxidized and release electrons which could be used for the reduction of disulfide bonds. MBT has been reported as an effective corrosion inhibitor for the protection of zinc.\textsuperscript{39} Zinc has a standard electrode potential of $-0.76 \text{ V}$,\textsuperscript{40} which is lower than the standard redox potential of disulfide bonds ($-0.25 \text{ mV}$).\textsuperscript{41} Therefore, the disulfide linkages in the capsule shell could be cleaved during the corrosion process, thereby increase the shell permeability and promote the release of MBT to stop the corrosion. The electrochemical reduction was also proved to be useful for the cleavage of the stable cyclic disulfides to the corresponding dithiols.\textsuperscript{42}

To further investigate the redox-responsive properties, silica nanocapsules were treated in a sequential reduction–oxidation–reduction (see Fig. 2c). Silica nanocapsules were first placed in a reducing environment (TCEP : TESPT = 0.3 : 1 mol : mol). A fast release ($\sim 68\%$) of MBT was observed in the first 30 min. The capsules were opened and released the loaded inhibitors after their reduction. After 30 min, an oxidizing environment was created by adding the double molar amount of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ compared to the molar amount of TCEP added to the system. As expected, the release of MBT was found to be hindered as a consequence of the combined effect of both re-connecting the tetrasulfide bridges by oxidation and the bonding of MBT with the thiol group from the cleaved tetrasulfide bonds. Because the initial molar ratio of TCEP and tetrasulfide bonds was 0.3 : 1, only 30\% of tetrasulfide linkages in the shell of the capsules were theoretically reduced. Ideally, the capsules could detect the rise of electrochemical potential as soon as the corrosive attack ends, and then reseal the capsule wall and stop the release of inhibitor automatically. The influence of redox potential on the UV absorption of MBT can be excluded based on the fact that there was no obvious difference between the absorption of MBT under reducing and oxidizing conditions (see the inset of Fig. 2c). When chemical reduction was applied again, a $\sim 100\%$ release of loaded MBT was observed in 1 h. This phenomenon indicated the reversibility and control of the redox-responsive property of the silica nanocapsules. The morphologies of silica nanocapsules after release are shown in Fig. 5a–c. The capsules after reduction and oxidation remained intact. No collapse of capsules was observed which verified the good mechanical integrity of silica capsules after release of the payloads.

**Preparation of multicompartiment nanofibers by colloidal-electrospinning**

The materials with the hierarchical structure nanocapsules in nanofibers were prepared by the colloidal-electrospinning technique. When a strong electrical field is applied to the dispersion, the droplet at the tip of the needle experiences a conical deformation (Taylor cone). Once the electrostatic force overcomes the surface tension of the droplets, the dispersion is ejected towards the collector in the form of a jet. The solvent evaporates on the way to the collector and nanofibers are deposited on the collector as non-woven fibers (Fig. 3a).\textsuperscript{20} The silica nanocapsules were found to be well distributed in the nanofibers as indicated by SEM and TEM (see Fig. 3b and c). Remarkably, the core–shell structure of the nanocapsules can be still recognized after being embedded in the nanofibers (Fig. 3c). The diameter of fibers was estimated to be 200 ± 50 nm.
The advantage of this multicompartment structure over the more conventional core-sheath fiber structure is that it allows for a local release since the multicompartments are discontinuous. In a continuous core-sheath fiber structure, all the payloads would be released upon activation with a stimulus or by mechanical damage. The second advantage is that in principle several types of nanocontainers can be embedded that are activated upon different stimuli. Electrospun nanofibers were rendered water-stable by crosslinking them in glutaraldehyde and HCl vapor. Since no organic solvent was used, the release of loaded inhibitors during the crosslinking process could be avoided. The immediate advantage of such nanocapsules-in-nanofibers materials is that they can be easily separated from a liquid surrounding medium, which is not always easy for a dispersion of nanocapsules.

**Redox-responsive release of MBT from multicompartment nanofibers**

The redox-responsive property of silica nanocapsules after their embedding in electrospun nanofibers was studied and compared with the one displayed by the nanocapsules in dispersion (Fig. 3d and e). The nanofibers were found to be also redox-responsive, meaning that the functionality of the silica capsules can be activated even after being embedded in the nanofibers. Two main differences were observed. First of all, the release of MBT from the nanofibers was much slower than the release from the nanocapsules. That observation is true for all ratios TCEP : TESPT and particularly marked for the ratio TCEP : TESPT = 0.3 : 1, for which the duration for the release of 80% of the initial quantity of the payload is 23 times higher than that for nanocapsules (Fig. 4a). This means that burst release from nanocapsules can be avoided if they are embedded in nanofibers. This hindrance of burst release is attributed to the barrier effect of the polymer matrix forming the nanofibers, yielding longer pathways for the molecules involved in the chemical stimulus and the molecules of the payloads. Although still high (80–90%), the absolute released amount of payloads was lower in the case of the nanocapsules-in-nanofibers. We cannot exclude that part of the MBT could have reacted with the residual aldehyde groups of GA bonded to PVA chains during the crosslinking process to yield a hemithioacetal. The morphologies of the fibers after crosslinking...
and release of the payloads were intact as shown in Fig. 5d–f. The capsules can be still identified in the fibers by TEM (see Fig. S2†).

The second main difference and advantage of the hierarchical structure is the increase of selectivity. We defined the selectivity \( \Delta R_f = R_f(S) - R_f(NS) \) with \( R_f(S) \) and \( R_f(NS) \) being the final % release for the samples stimulus-activated and the final % release for the samples that are not activated by the chemical stimulus, respectively. This value gives therefore a relative quantity reflecting the selectivity of the release system – the part of the performance in the release that is dependent only on the redox-responsive property of the system. The selectivity of the nanofiber constructs was found to be always higher than for the nanocapsules (Fig. 4b), the average difference being \( \sim 20\% \).

Conclusions

Materials with hierarchical structures consisting of nanocapsules-in-nanofibers were synthesized by colloid-electrospinning. The redox-responsive properties of the nanocapsules could be conserved when they were in the fibers and therefore both dispersion of nanocapsules and nanocapsules-in-nanofibers could release a corrosion inhibitor selected as a payload upon chemical reduction of the nanocapsules. The hierarchical structures showed three main beneficial features. The first one is the ease of separation of nanofibrous structures by filtration compared to nanocapsules. A second remarkable advantage is that burst release is prevented and that the release of the corrosion inhibitor can be prolonged by a factor of more than 20 times. Finally, the selectivity of the release is increased by \( \sim 20\% \) compared to the release from nanocapsules. Therefore, the nanocapsules-in-nanofibers are promising constructs for the controlled release of payloads. In view of the change of redox potential during the corrosion process and the potential difference between the extra- and intracellular environment, the present concept is promising for the application of corrosion protection and drug delivery.
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